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Projecting Asteroid Impact 













• Introduction into ATAP and PAIR
• Asteroid impact risk
• Impact corridors (impact probability representation)
• Risk representation





ATAP – Asteroid Threat Assessment Project
• ATAP = Asteroid Threat Assessment Project
• Small team at NASA Ames Research Center
• Various activities in support of asteroid threat assessment
• Examples:
• Tsunami modelling
• Atmospheric flight and airburst modelling
• Investigating ablation of meteoritic material in arcjet
• Risk assessment
• PAIR = Probabilistic Asteroid Impact Risk tool
• In house computational tool to investigate impact risk
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PAIR - Probabilistic Asteroid Impact Risk
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Probabilistic Asteroid Impact Risk
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Problem Description
• Want to provide complete risk representation
• Asteroid Impact Risk = Impact Probability × Impact Consequences
• Two schools of thought to obtain asteroid impact risk:
• Run Monte Carlo simulations that sample statistical distributions
• Might not cover every binned permutation
• Result is a statistically representative risk description
• No requirement to keep track of probability of each binned permutation
• OR, Run every binned permutation once with knowledge how likely it is
• Covers every binning
• Requires keeping track of binned permutation probability
• What is better depends on what needs to be shown
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What is an Impact Corridor?
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What is an Impact Corridor?
Sampling orbital states 










• Has empty cells
• Still provides accurate numerical risk representation
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Gridded Corridor Visualization
• No empty cells
• Good for risk visualization
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Impact Probability Distributions
C. Rumpf, H. Lewis, P. Atkinson, The global impact distribution of Near-Earth objects, Icarus, 2016
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Complete Risk Visualization
C. Rumpf, H. Lewis, P. Atkinson, Global Impact Risk of Known Asteroids, IEEE Aerospace Conference, 2015
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Goal
• For follow on risk analysis we 
need continuous impact 
probability
• Obtain continuous impact 
probability distribution from 
impactor sample
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Method 1: Fit a Bivariate-Gaussian










Method 2: Numerical Density Estimation
• A scanning window moves over grid
• Number of impactors in window is 
assigned to grid cell
• Issues: Sensitive to window size
• Small à sparse sampling
• Large à corridor “fattening”
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Method 2: Numerical Density Estimation
• A scanning window moves over grid
• Number of impactors in window is 
assigned to grid cell
• Robust against any corridor shape
• Issues: Sensitive to window size
• Small à sparse sampling
• Large à corridor “fattening”
≈ 50 ≈ 500
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Numerical Density Estimation Example 1
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Numerical Density Estimation Example 2
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+ Robust to any geometry
+ Good for risk assessment with poor orbit 
accuracy à large impact corridors
- Higher computational cost
- No analytical description




+ Good for risk assessment with good orbit 
accuracy à small impact corridor




• Numerical risk versus risk visualization
• Continuous impact probability distribution is beneficial for risk visualization 
• Two methods of calculating spatial impact probability distributions
• Analytical is fast and more suited for elliptical geometries
• Numerical is expensive but robust to complex geometries
• Adequate representation helps to communicate risk
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Thank You For Your 
Attention
Clemens Rumpf
Clemens.rumpf@nasa.gov
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